CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents and discusses about the students’ perceptions about online learning at English Education Faculty of Tarbiyah and teacher training IAIN Tulungagung. (1) Conclusions (2) Suggestions

A. Conclusions

Based on data presentation and data analysis from the previous chapter, the researcher draws conclusions as follows:

1. The Students’ perceptions of the online learning at English Education Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Training IAIN Tulungagung.
   1. The result from the researcher showed 40% of students’ disagree with online learning, lack of knowledge with the new applications, lack of internet access, not understood with the material at English Education IAIN Tulungagung.
   2. The researcher found have negative perceptions than positive perceptions about online learning with the reason with new applications students’ must can used and not all students’ good acces internet, every students’ have different method there is otodidac, reading, writing, watching video. And students’ difficulty understanding with the material and instruction by lecturer, the students’ made difficult by a lot of tasks at English Education IAIN Tulungagung.
   3. Many applications used to online learning WhatsApp, Zoom, Google Classroom, Edmodo, Skype and other and students’ choose Google Classroom more easily.
   4. Students’ need motivation and new strategies, method and free kuota to online learning at English Education at IAIN Tulungagung

B. Suggestions

After concluding the research, the researcher would like to give some suggestions that can be considered as follow:
a. The Teachers

The lecturer hope not to give a lot of task with short dateline, the lecture give explained efficient and easily to understanding with the material lecture give and give task according to the students’ abilities.

b. The Students

Students can further enhance the enthusiasm of learning by several ways such as not delaying work because of delaying one task then there will be more and more other task, then ask if you encounter difficulties while studying, and the last is to study hard even though there are no assignments and more creative to understanding material.

c. Other researchers

This research is expected to benefit other researchers and as a reference or inspiration to conduct further research related to this field.